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Introduction and welcome from Warwick 
Wealth Managing Director, Marc Wiese

As we look back at the last three quarterly editions of the 
Warwick Wealth Matters, there are common themes for 2022, 
being, inflation, volatility, rising interest rates, a war in Eastern
Europe causing an energy crisis globally and falling share 
prices. Unfortunately, the world has not received a break from 
the exceptional events pre and post Covid. 

There has simply been no safe haven in the investment world

with global bonds as well as equities being impacted. In a 

nutshell, this has been an incredibly challenging year for all 

investors, both within South Africa and globally. As we have

learned over many decades of investing, the important thing is

not to have a knee-jerk reaction and to be conscious of the 

simple fact that the market always recovers and then grows! 

This reminds me of the quote from Thomas Fuller, an English 

theologian, in 1600’s, who said: “It’s always darkest before the 

dawn”.  It is, therefore, more important than ever to have a 

qualified and experienced Wealth Specialist partner by your side 

to assist you through the turbulent seas until we inevitably reach

 the blues skies and open water again.

I am, however, pleased to report that Warwick Wealth has been

able to grow significantly despite the difficult market and 

economic conditions, several independent financial advisors 

have decided to join us and provide their clients with the benefits 

of our exceptional Private Wealth offering. In this regard, over the 

past quarter, we have opened two new advisory offices, working 

closely with experienced individuals such as Carel Barkhuizen in 

Secunda as well as Francis de Kock in Johannesburg. We have 

also initiated five new mergers, where these long-standing and 

knowledgeable financial advisors are partnering with Warwick 

to provide their clients with wealth management succession and

continuity. These include David Paddon in KwaZulu-Natal, 

Andrew Paschalides in Gauteng, Piet Gronum and Susan Nolte in 

the Garden Route and last, but certainly not least, Lisa Ridout in 

the Western Cape. 

Finally, I would like to remind all of our clients that we remain 

dedicated to you and to assisting you with your financial 

planning and wealth management needs. So, please do not 

hesitate to contact your dedicated Warwick Wealth Specialist, 

Planner or Advisor at any time.  

Marc Wiese, Warwick Wealth Managing Director

So, how do investors source and select the right products and 

services for their financial needs?

Of course, would-be investors could utilise good old Dr Google to 

navigate through a plethora of information and come to the reali-

sation after weeks that relying on one’s financial future by reading 

through 0.001% of the information out there is probably an unwise 

decision. Or alternatively, taking counsel from a friend of a friend 

after a few glasses of wine is certainly not the best route to 

pursue.

This brings us to relying on the professionals and qualified 

financial advisors. Akin to seeking medical help when under the 

weather by visiting your local GP, one should always seek 

investment advice from a licensed, suitably qualified, 

experienced and trusted financial advisor. Now, of course, I 

would make a statement like this considering that I am a certified 

qualified financial advisor, but as the saying goes, "the proof of 

the pudding is in the eating", so I too utilise the advice of 

professional financial advisors for services and products relating 

to insurance and medical aid for example.  

Client service versus client care 
The nature of financial products and services differs significantly from other consumer 

goods and service sectors, as financial services are essentially intangible and therefore 

cannot be seen, felt, or touched.  

Michael John Feinberg, 
Warwick Wealth Regional Manager Western Cape



As in international markets, inflationary fears remained firmly in the 

mind of SARB governor, Lesetja Kganyago, and his colleagues at 

the SARB. On the back of this, the SARB again raised rates by 

a further 0.75%, the second such increase in succession (in July 

and September), raising the repo rate to 6.25%. Furthermore, it is 

expected that the SARB will raise rates at least by a further 50 

basis points at its November meeting. It is anticipated that further 

rate hikes will be dependent on whether inflation, as suggested

by current market forecasts, indeed peaked during the third 

quarter. Concerns were raised post the September commentary 

when it emerged that two members voted for 1% rate increase at 

the September meeting, hinting at a hawkish split of preferences 

between the members of the MPC. 

Inflation numbers for the quarter showed a steady increase 

with the July number printing at a 13-year high of 7.8%. We did, 

however, see a moderate decline in the August headline number, 

dropping to 7.6%, with the core number moderating from 4.3% to 

4.2%. The latter number is seen as a temporary decline, with CPI 

heading back up due to higher rental and medical inflation costs. 

From a transport perspective, we saw the fuel price dropping,

 with cuts of 132 c/l in August, 204c/l in September and an 

expected 117c/l in October.

Corporate activity was also evident in the local market, with MTN 

making a play for Telkom in July, followed by Rain, pitching for a 

Telkom merger in September. We also saw Walmart making an 

offer to Massmart minorities in late August to buy-out and delist 

the company.

I have always been a firm believer in dealing with people that I 

enjoy spending time with as life is too short to do so otherwise.  

This sentiment extends to my clients who have placed their trust

and confidence in me. But with the financial services industry 

being somewhat intangible, how do clients measure client 

service?

 

There are many ways to establish if clients of an organization are 

being serviced adequately. To name a few of the more obvious 

measures are low complaint rates, high client retention and a 

regular flow of renewed and new business.  Any potential client 

would be wise to first investigate the above criteria before placing 

their trust and financial futures within any investment organisation.

A quick search on the FSCA website would also be helpful in 

order to avoid any potential issues.  

For the more in-depth client service monitoring and from an 

investment standpoint, the following are important areas to 

note: Regular yearly reviews, performance, tax planning, asset 

allocation, currency, offshore exposure, income reviews, 

retirement planning and will amendments to name a few.  As a 

qualified financial advisor, these are basic non-negotiables and 

are the minimum aspects I conduct with my valued clients on a 

face-to-face basis. Indeed, I know that I have learned far more 

from sitting down with my clients over coffee than over the phone 

or video call. (Covid lockdown restrictions notwithstanding)

WHAT THEN IS THE DISTINCTION OF CLIENT CARE? 
Client care is the above and beyond assistance that great 

advisors do for their valued clients/ friends, these are additional 

acts of kindness and assistance that are not mandatory or merely 

part of one's “job”. Advisors who go out of their way for their 

clients when it truly matters is what makes an organisation great. 

I believe it is not something that can be taught to employees, but 

rather inherent in the values of quality, ethical professionals. I have 

gained and learned a lot by being surrounded by like-minded 

professionals and we in Warwick as an organisation, are strong 

because of them.

As with the trend in international markets, over the quarter, the South African markets 

followed suit, with the All-Share Index down by 3.8%. This weakness was replicated amongst 

the local indices, with resources down by 5.5%, financials by 6%, and industrials by 2.5%. 

Local Markets
FINANCIAL MARKETS REVIEW



US markets were notably weaker for the period, with the Dow 

Jones Index down almost 7%, the S&P down just over 5% and the 

Nasdaq lower by just over 4% for the quarter. Inflation remains a 

concern and there is some suggestion that interest rates in the 

US could be sustained for much longer than anticipated, possibly 

triggering an earlier recession.

CPI rose unexpectedly in August, largely on the back of higher 

food prices and rental costs, leading to the biggest market sell off 

since 2020. In response, the Federal Reserve again raised rates 

by 0.75%, constituting the third 0.75% increase for the year. This 

translates into a cumulative increase of 3% since the start of the

rate-hiking cycle in March. Furthermore, the market expects 

a further 1.5% increase in rates (combined) at the next two 

meetings of the Fed.  Although the increase was in line with 

market expectations, the tone emanating from the members of 

the Fed was more hawkish than anticipated, with the economic

projections post the meeting forecasting even higher rates, 

higher unemployment, higher inflation, and less growth. Fed 

Chair, Jerome Powell, again reiterated the need to maintain rates 

at higher levels for an extended period, as the current economic 

climate would be painful to the public, but less painful than 

rampant inflation.

Across the Atlantic Europe followed suit, with the FTSE down just 

over 3%, the Dax down 4%, and the Cac by just under 3% for the 

quarter.

In the UK, the new Conservative government under newly-

elected Prime Minister, Liz Truss, and her freshly minted 

Chancellor of the Exchequer, Kwasi Kwarteng, announced a 

new emergency UK budget with a heavy reliance on borrowing 

to fund tax cuts and consumer subsidies. These radical policies

were poorly received by investors, resulting in the pound 

weakening aggressively against the US dollar by some 4%. 

The newly-announced tax and subsidy measures also ignited 

concerns that they could further fuel inflation and weaken the 

UK’s overall financial stability. Moreover, it is expected that the 

announced personal income tax cuts at the upper band will add 

to the nation’s inequality gap, making the UK the most unequal 

from an OECD composite. 

Inflation in the Eurozone also continued to hit new highs, with 

headline inflation reaching a new record of 9.1% YoY in August, 

compared to the July print of 8.9%. The increase was driven by 

high energy prices which rocketed by more than 40.8% for the

year. With the continuing high inflation in Europe, there is an 

expectation that the European Central Bank (ECB) will increase

rates by another 75 basis points at its October meeting. At its 

previous meeting, the ECB hiked interest rates by 75 basis points 

(in line with expectations), pushing it into positive territory for the

first time in a decade.

Germany, the Eurozone’s largest economy, also recorded 

unprecedented double-digit inflation levels, printing at 10.8%

YoY in September, against the revised 7.9% YoY print for August.

France’s inflation rate decreased, however, to 6.2% YoY in 

September vs 6.5% YoY in August. However, Europe’s GDP grew

4.1% YoY in 2Q22, coming in above market expectations, with the

Eurozone July unemployment rate remaining at a record low of 

6.6%.

Asia also weakened for the quarter, with the Nikkei down by 1.7%, 

the Hang Seng by 21.2% and the Shanghai composite by 11%. 

China’s stated strict adherence to its zero Covid policy has 

interrupted both consumer spending and industrial production, 

while the property market continued to struggle. Nonethe-

less, China’s official manufacturing purchasing managers index 

(PMI) unexpectedly expanded to 50.1 in September, compared 

with August’s 49.4 print, and July’s of 49.0. The official non-

manufacturing PMI, which measures business sentiment in the 

services and construction sectors, fell to 50.6 in September 

from August’s 52.6 print and July’s reading of 53.8 (the 50-point 

mark separates expansion from contraction). Chinese retail sales 

also beat expectations, up by 5.4% YoY in August vs the July YoY 

increase of 2.7%, with strong vehicle sales (+15.9% YoY) leading the 

way on the back of government tax cuts and subsidies.

Japan’s economy grew by an annualised 3.5% in the second 

quarter of 2022, revised upwards from an initial estimated 2.2%

growth. Private consumption, which accounts for more than 

50%of its GDP, grew 1.2%, was also revised higher from an initial 

estimate of a 1.1% increase.

International Markets
The third quarter of 2022 continued to be a volatile and turbulent period for world markets. 

Not only did inflationary fears hold sway, but central banks continued to increase rates 

worldwide in a bid to temper them. A defining feature of the period was the broader 

impact the war in Ukraine has wrought on world economies. 



The world is still engulfed in a level of geopolitical risk that hasn’t been seen since the 

second world war, with Russia even raising the spectre of nuclear war. While supply chain 

disruptions have abated slightly, developed nations have seen structural inflation coming 

to the fore after years of loose monetary policy. While most emerging markets have not 

seen demand-push inflation, these economies have been struck with immense imported 

inflation through necessities such as oil and resources.

Fixed 
Income

Central banks across the world have been struggling to ‘get a 

handle’ on the growing issue of inflation. While almost all central

banks have been tightening monetary policy by both raising 

policy rates and balance sheet reduction, few have directly 

implemented quantitative tightening. Some major central banks, 

such as the Bank of England, Bank of Japan, and the Peoples 

Bank of China, have been forced to intervene through asset 

buying to shore up currencies and bond markets.

As noted above, the South African Reserve Bank (SARB) 

continued measures to curb heightened inflation, most notably 

by raising the repo rate by 75 basis points in both their July and

September meetings. The increased pace of rate increases 

follow inflation breaching the top-end of the SARB inflation target 

of 3-6% and brought the total increase over the quarter to 1.5%, 

setting the quarter-end repo rate at 6.25% or just 50 basis points 

below the pre-pandemic level.

Short- and long-term money market rates were mostly influenced 

by the policy rate change, increasing after both SARB meetings, 

while the spread over repo remained stable during the quarter. 

Spreads on money market instruments tightened significantly,

however, with the spread of a one-year floating rate deposit

dropping from 80 bps to 62.5 bps over the quarter. The tightening

can be attributed to the newly adopted monetary policy 

implementation framework, in which there is less demand for 

capital from the large banks.

The bond market saw increased volatility over the third quarter,

with the most impact coming from global events and risk 

sentiment. Foreigners remained net sellers of South African 

Government bonds, with both July and September seeing 

outflows of over R20 billion. The bonds held up well until the final 

month, however, with September bringing a drawdown of -2.11%, 

muting the All-Bond performance over the quarter to 0.60%. 

Performance of the various tenors were mixed, with the short-end 

(1-3 years) returning 0.65% and the long-end (12+ years) returning 

0.55% over the quarter.

Inflation-linked bonds have been the darling of interest-bearing

assets for most of the year, the third quarter brought about a 

pullback in the linkers as forward inflation expectations are 

lowering rapidly as the SARB responds to the current higher 

inflation. The FTSE/JSE Inflation-Linked Index (CILI) pulled back 

by -1.00% over the quarter, with the shorter-dated linkers posting 

a positive 1.71% return as the market has priced in high inflation 

in the short term. The back end detracted, however, as investors

saw inflation dropping back into the SARB target band in the 

medium term.

In light of this fixed income review, it is important for Warwick 

clients to note that the Cadiz money market funds have 

consistently outperformed their respective benchmarks and 

peers, thereby providing liquidity through a low-risk investment 

vehicle. Similarly, our enhanced income, absolute yield and bond

funds have provided benchmark-beating returns with low 

variability within a low to medium-risk framework. Investing in our 

fixed income funds, therefore, provides the express benefits of 

high liquidity and low variability of returns, backed by a sound and 

tried-and-tested investment philosophy and process. 



Warwick has selected Appleton Fiduciary Services to provide Wills and Estate 

Administraiton services to its client base. Established in 1992, Appleton is one of the 

largest independent fiduciary services companies in South Africa.. In this edition of the 

Warwick Wealth Matters, we have asked Appleton MD, Lauren Hean, to outline some 

of the timelines and costs involved in the Estate administration process. 

Wills and Estates

THE ESTATE ADMINISTRATION TIMELINE

ACTION

SHORTEST 
POSSIBLE 

TIME 
(DAYS)

TIME IF 
DELAYS ARE 

EXPERIENCED 
(DAYS)

From death to reporting the death to the Master of the High Court and handing 

in the Will
2 21

Waiting for the Master to issue letters of executorship to the Executor 2 90

Placing the advertisement for debtors and creditors 7 14

Advertisement time period 30 44

Time to finalise drafting the account and lodging with the Master 7 60

Waiting for approval from the Master 14 90

Preparing to advertise the account 7 14

Advertisement period 21 28

Distribution of assets 30 180

Final requirements and final cash pay-out to residual heirs 30 180

TOTAL 150 721

Clients and heirs often ask about the timelines of the Estate administration process, so we have reproduced the table below of the 

Fiduciary Institute of South Africa (FISA) timeline estimates. 
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In addition to the immense emotional cost of the loss of a 
loved one, together with the possible immediate loss of 
income to a spouse or partner, the costs of Estate administra-
tion need to be borne in mind and planned for. The quantum 
of administration costs is often determined by the complexity 
of the Estate, but every Estate above R250,000 in value has 

certain requirements and formalities that have to be met and 
thus, certain costs that are incurred and that have to be borne 
by the Estate. These include: funeral expenses, Master of the 
High Court fees, Executor’s remuneration (currently, the 
prescribed tariff is set at 3,5% of the gross value of the 
assets), costs of a bond of security of approximately 0,5% of 
the gross value of the Estate, mortgage bond cancellation 
and conveyancing costs, costs of transferring other assets 
such as shares and timeshares, maintenance assets within 
the Estate, tax fees and vehicle registration certificates. 

Remember too that there may be a host of claims against the 
Estate, including those of SARS, rates and taxes, mortgage 
bonds, bank overdrafts and other sundry creditors. This may 
mean that while the Estate may be solvent in that its assets 
exceed its liabilities, there may be insufficient cash to pay the 
costs associated with the administration of the Estate. This 
situation creates what is termed a ‘cash shortfall’ in the Estate 
that needs to be met by for example, the heirs contributing 
cash into the Estate, or by the sale of assets within the estate 
such as property or motor vehicles.  Thus, it is vitally important 
that you consider the cash requirements of the winding up of 
your Estate when conducting your Estate planning with your 
Warwick Wealth Specialist or Financial Advisor.

The Fiduciary Institute of Southern Africa (FISA) www.fisa.net.za has a number of excellent 

Consumer Education pieces posted on its website. The following is a summary of a piece 

designed to alert consumers to the costs associated with death.

Lauren Hean, Appleton Managing Director 

The costs 
of estate 
administration
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